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Television is one of the most successful technological consumer products ever produced. It has spread to virtually
every household in Western society. TV sets are located in a
central part of the main living room in most homes, TV viewing is a dominant part of most people's leisure activities and
daily lives and, for many, TV has become their most important source of information and entertainment. At the same
time, television - on the heels of newspapers and radio plays a major role in setting the agenda for public discussion
and in defining social reality. Finally, TV as a mass medium
has created a huge industry, which has thoroughly, changed
the conditions surrounding the production, distribution and
use of information and entertainment. To say that TV has a
central place in our culture, or that TV over the past decades
has thoroughly changed our daily lives, leisure, patterns of
consumption - and thereby our society - is, therefore, a statement that barely begins to describe reality.
TV, however, is not a static medium - neither as a technology nor as a service. Game consoles, VCRs, cable, and satellite
systems have already begun to change the image of what TV
is and what it can be as a medium. In the years ahead, television faces even more radical developments and changes.
Terms like interactivity, digitization, convergence, broadband
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networks and services, networked multimedia, the information superhighway, integrated full service networks, contenton-demand, two-way cables, direct broadcast satellites, datacasting, multi-channel services, the mixture of TVs and computers, of broadcast and Internet, etc. point out some of the
aspects involved in this process of change. Briefly, what is at
stake here is the delivery of interactive, digital, multimedia
services to the home.
Many observers have pointed to the radical — even revolutionary — character of these current transitions.
In an article entitled Mediasaurus, Michael Crichton, author of Jurassic Park, compares contemporary mass media
with the dinosaurs (Crichton, 1993). The mass media, he
writes, have become gigantic clumsy creatures, ill suited and
unable to adapt to the demands of the new environment of
information with its flexible mini-media and computer networks. Consequently, they are obsolete, on their way toward
extinction. Crichton's conclusion: "Today's mass media is tomorrow's fossil fuel".
George Gilder, another commentator with a gift for the
drastic, speaks of "life after television" (Gilder, 1994). Gilder's
scenario resembles Crichton's in many respects. He claims, for
example, that television, in technical terms, is dead, that just
as the 'centralistic mainframe computer' and IBM collapsed in
the 1980s, superseded by the PC, the centralistic television
structure will now collapse, so that "in coming years, the very
words 'telephone' and 'television' will ring as quaintly as the
words 'horseless carriage', 'icebox', 'talking telegraph' or 'picture radio' ring today" (1994: 12). Is there a life after television? is Gilder's question. His own answer is: Yes, it's the PC
and 'telecomputer'.
The editors of the trend-setting computer and lifestyle journal, Wired, do not predict the out-and-out demise of television
as we know it today, but they expect broadcast television will
be but one of many different alternatives in a new network of
converging media: "As everything gets wired, media of all
kinds are moving to the decentralized matrix known as the
Net. While the traditional forms - broadcast, print - show few
signs of vanishing, the Net is being invaded by new media
species" (Kelly et al., 1997: 12). The prime characteristic of
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this new medium is that it is not a broadcast, but a point-topoint medium: "a new medium is arising, surging across the
Web in the preferred, many-to-many way: anything flows
from anyone to anyone - from anywhere to anywhere - anytime. In other words, a true network like the telephone system, rather than a radiating system like radio or TV ... It
means, in short, a more full-bodied experience that combines
many of the traits of networks with those of broadcast" (Kelly
etal., 1997: 14).
A significant feature of this new fauna of network-based
species of media is their diversity, ranging from media mastodon to micro-media. "The most revolutionary advance", Wired
continues, "may be the creation of a whole universe of smallscale (and not-so-small-scale) broadcast networks ... Networked media ... can create broadcasting networks of any size
and shape, especially the intermediate size between TV and
say, personal mailing lists. You can push-pull broadcast to
llama keepers or home scholars ... [The Net will be] a Net of
push-laden networks, a world of nichecasting — thousands of
mini-networks, ranging from micro-TV stations to totally customized personal programming..." (1997: 21-22).
Finally, digital guru Nicholas Negroponte speaks of the
changing media landscape in a similar vein. He points out
that the economic models of media today are based almost
exclusively on 'pushing' the information and entertainment
out to the public. The media of the future will have much
more to do with 'pulling', where the consumers or users reach
into the network and check out something the same way one
does in a library or video-rental store today. Negroponte expects the media to be "redefined by systems for transmitting
and receiving personalized information and entertainment" (:
6). The critical factors in Negroponte's scenario are digitization and the 'great information superhighway': "Being digital will change the nature of mass media from a process of
pushing bits at people to one of allowing people (or their computers) to pull at them. This is a radical change, because our
entire concept of media is one of successive layers of filtering,
which reduce information and entertainment to a collection of
'top stories' or 'best-sellers' to be thrown at different 'audiences'. As media companies go more and more toward narrow-
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casting, like the magazine business, they are still pushing bits
at a special-interest group, like car fanatics, alpine skiers, or
wine enthusiasts ... The information industry will become
more of a boutique business. Its marketplace is the global information highway" (1995: 84-85).
Each in his own way - Crichton, Gilder, the editors of
Wired and Negroponte - are all pointing out radical changes,
a sort of evolutionary quantum leap, in the current medialandscape.
The significance of these events has been the subject of
some controversy. People like Crichton and Gilder have perhaps overestimated the radicality of the change and, as we
say in Scandinavia, 'sold the pelt before the animal (in this
case a mediasaurus) was caught shot'. More cool-headed
'mediasaurologists' have, in the midst of all the technological
turbulence, not seen anything really new at hand, and have
cautioned us to 'hold our horses' - or paleohippuses, as the
case may be.
However, no matter which reactions are most suitable,
there does seem to be good reason to devote some attention to
these processes of change right now, as they are taking off. No
matter how you evaluate the effects and consequences, interactivity, digitization, convergence, networked media etc. have
been the main media themes of the final decade of the old
millennium and they will be the main themes of the first decade of the new.
The intention of this anthology is to describe and discuss
various aspects of this ongoing process of transition and convergence in terms of interactive television. Trying to capture
the essence of the daily fluctuations regarding interactive television, using the relatively ponderous processes required by
book publishing, has proven to be a challenge similar to
grasping at quicksilver. The anthology is best read as a snapshot of the situation at the time of publication. Like Gilder's
question: 'Is there a life after television?', the subtitle we have
chosen — TV of the Future or the Future of TV? — is also intended as an open-ended question. What will TV of the future
look like? Or, more radically, has TV as we know it a future as
a medium at all?
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Interactive television
- an attempt at a working definition
What is interactive television, anyway? And what does it
mean to interact with a TV?
Media researchers, especially those from reception research, media ethnography, and media and cultural studies,
have in recent years denied the perception of television as a
passive medium and have instead pointed out that the viewer's reading of TV-texts is always active and interactive. Practically and technically, however, traditional TV claims very
little activity or attention from its viewers, as reflected by the
parody of the 'couch potato'. Naturally, the viewers decide
what to watch, just as they must cognitively and socially deal
with, interpret, and make sense of what they see on the
screen. But apart from this, strictly speaking, the only physical requirements involve turning on the set, (perhaps) changing the channel, and turning it off again and on the odd occasion, making small adjustments to the sound and picture.
In a negatively defined demarcation, interactive television
(ITV) can be understood as TV, which requires more of the
user than the traditional turn-on-zap-and-turn-off interaction
and the conventional cognitive (and social) interaction between the presented text and the viewer's ability to make
sense of what is seen - i.e., the purely interpretive interaction. In a more positive version interactive TV can be considered a new form of television that also relies upon actual,
physical interaction in the form of choices, decisions and communicative input to the system. Thus making it possible for
the viewer to interact with the medium in such a way that he
or she gains control over what to watch, when to watch, and
how to watch, as well as having the opportunity to actively
and directly participate in a program or its creation.
Understood in this way, interactive television can be considered a fairly broadly defined concept. At the world conference dedicated to interactive television "i-TV '96. The Superhighway through the home. Configuring and consolidating the
vision" in Edinburgh, Sept. 1996, the term interactive television was used

